
WHY USE SCOUT’S PLATFORM?
Sourcing professionals around the world are moving away from spreadsheets 

and disparate information across inboxes to increase sourcing efficiency 

and ensure process compliance. Scout’s collaborative platform breaks 

down departmental silos and barriers to communication, making it easy for 

business users across the organization to engage and align with sourcing 

throughout the process. Our simple, cloud solution is designed to give the 

business greater visibility and flexibility to streamline sourcing workflows and 

manage more spend.

Scout gives organizations of all sizes the tools they need to centralize their 

data, automate their processes, and benchmark performance against best 

practices. Scout’s award-winning platform empowers the business to mitigate 

risk with measurable policies and auditable activity, giving sourcing teams the 

confidence to deliver essential resources to the business, faster.

Scout RFP’s cloud-based sourcing solution helps organizations make 

better strategic spend decisions through improved visibility and simplified 

processes. Scout’s clean and simple sourcing platform makes it easy to 

drive adoption across all employees and departments with simplified 

spend management and transparent reporting.

PRODUCT OFFERINGS

Reverse Auctions
Condense multi-round negotiations to single auction. Watch supplier 

prices drop in real-time and drill down to the best market rate in 60 

minutes or less.

Launch Quickly
Immediate value from your eSourcing tool.

92% of customers launch their 1st event 

within 30 days of sign-up.

Measure Goals
Transparency and reporting needed to keep 

business on track. 

Strategic Sourcing
Manage company-wide sourcing activity and better engage with the business 

lines to position your team as a strategic partner to the organization.

Full-Cycle Visibility
Track end-to-end event cycles and benchmark your team’s performance 

with dashboards segmented by buyer, department, and event.

Supplier Management
View all of your supplier data, exactly where you need it. Easily search, tag, 

and add supplier contacts to your database.

Enterprise Security
Gain enterprise-grade security for your sourcing data with administrative 

control of permissions and access. All connections are encrypted over 256-

bit SSL with extended validation.

On an annual average, customers run 

21% more competitive bidding events.

Increase Efficiency
Manage more spend with fewer resources.

Customers experience team compliance 

rates above 86% in the first 60 days.

Ensure Buy-In
Collaborative cloud tool that 

teams love using.

88% of customers realize savings within 

30 days of sign-up.



“Scout’s Auction platform dramatically expedited our negotiations, saving nearly 

$400,000 in one 30-minute commodity auction.”

Senior Director of Procurement at a Global Retail Company

“We have 100% adoption across our buyers. Scout’s platform is incredibly easy to use.”

Director of Purchasing and Procurement at NCAA

“Scout enables us to simplify and automate our process to deliver 
more value as a strategic partner to the line of business.”

Sr. Manager, IT/Facilities Sourcing at Splunk

“My philosophy is best-of-breed. That’s why we use Scout across the business as our sourcing platform.”

CPO at VSP Vision Care

RESULTS

At Scout, we believe in building clean, effective solutions that our customers will love to use. 
Here are just a few success stories from our growing enterprise user base:

Scout RFP is a new breed, cloud-based strategic sourcing solution that allows organizations to make more informed purchasing decisions, faster. Leading brands like Splunk, Jo-Ann Stores, Intuit, VSP, 

and Cerner Corporation trust Scout’s automated sourcing and auction platform to deliver greater value through collaborative business engagement. Over 80 brands and 10,000 active users across 45 

countries have chosen Scout’s simple, effective interface to streamline supplier selection and centralize data. Scout is headquartered in San Francisco, and funded by NEA and GV.

scoutrfp.com @scoutrfp @scout-rfp @goscoutrfp Get a demo today: 1-800-235-4492

Savings Tracking & Dashboarding

Event Progress Visibility

One-Page Event Setup

RFP, RFI, RFQ Management

Custom In-App Templates

Collaborative Evaluations

Weighted Supplier Scoring

Document Management

Bulk Spreadsheet Export

Unlimited File Sizes

No IT Support Necessary

Supplier Activity Tracking

Event Report Generator

One Day Implementation

Open API

Side-by-side Bid Comparison

Custom Pricing Sheets

Unlimited Line Items

Mobile & Tablet Optimized

Reverse Auctions

Accessible Customer Support

Automated Event Updates

Deadline Reminders

Audit Trails

Supplier Message Center

Multi-Round Bidding

Q&A Management

Supplier Database

Tagging & Dynamic Search

Bulk Supplier Import

Admin Control Panel

Single Sign-On

FEATURES AT A GLANCE


